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Get flexible payment terms on your [platform name] order with Hokodo

We’ve teamed up with Hokodo in order to bring you deferred payment plans and a
seamless checkout experience.

How it works

1. Fill your basket
Shop for the items you need, and remember that you won’t need to pay for them
upfront.

2. Head to the checkout
When you’re ready to finish your order, head to the checkout.

3. Choose to Pay Later with Hokodo
Select from the payment options that you are eligible for and choose your payment
method.

4. Receive your goods
We’ll dispatch your order immediately while you’ll have the freedom to delay your
payment by up to 60 days.

How it benefits you

Quick and easy to use:
You can access payment terms instantly, and get what you need for your business in just
a few clicks.

Improve your cash flow:
Cash flow constraints can cause operational problems and hold back your businesses’
growth. Delaying payment can help you to get what you need, when you need it, and
focus on growing your business.

No impact on your credit score:
Hokodo runs soft credit checks that do not affect your credit rating nor the credit rating
of your business.

No hidden fees:



When you choose to delay your payment with Hokodo, there are no hidden fees or extra
costs. You’ll get a tailored credit limit and payment plan based on your business type
and financial history.

About Hokodo
Hokodo’s mission is to enable one million businesses like yours to access a better way to
pay for their online orders by 2025. We want to bring B2B trade into the 21st century by
providing business buyers with access to the payment terms they need, whilst also
giving them a seamless online ordering experience.

● 33,000 businesses like yours regularly use Hokodo for their business purchases
● 274,000 unique orders have been placed using Hokodo
● 30+ wholesalers and marketplaces offer Hokodo’s solution to their customers in 6

countries across Europe.

For more information on how to use Hokodo, please watch the video below. You can
also visit the dedicated buyers’ page on the Hokodo website.

VIDEO: How does Hokodo work for buyers?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7GYdGbEC_qg&t=1s
https://www.hokodo.co/hokodo-for-buyers

